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Outline

Why I am thinking about this？

EFT has wide applications on various subjects, from 
high energy physics to QCD, condense matter, even 
atomic or molecule physics. (kernel of modern QFT)

For high energy physics, there are already marvelous 
applications to flavor physics, precision EW physics, DM 

categorization, etc. More recently, precision Higgs 
measurements from LHC data and future colliders

All above things based on Wilson’s EFT approach! 



Outline
Why I am thinking about this？

What I believe instead is that it is really time to think about general 
EFTs like SMEFT, using on-shell amplitude methods systematically. 

Very recently, there has been several nice very cute results on 
specific EFT related to phenomenology by using on-shell amplitudes.

C. Cheung, C.H. Shen, Phys.Rev.Lett. 115, 7, 071601 (2015)

D. Azatov, R. Contino, C. Machado, F. Riva., 
Phys. Rev. D.  95, 6, 065014 (2017)

Non-renormalization:

Helicity selection rule:

Soft theorem & NGBs
D. Liu, I. Low, Z-w Yin, Phys.Rev.Lett. 121, 26, 261802 (2018)

I. Low, Z-w Yin, Phys.Rev.Lett. 120, 6, 061601 (2018)
I. Low, Phys.Rev.D 93, 4, 045032 (2016)

Pretty sure I may leave out some references, many thanks if you remind me more

no real special symmetry constrains like (soft-limit, N=4, 
etc), Wilson coefficient as theory input! 
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How to count independent operators using on-
shell amplitude methods (amplitude basis). 

In contrast to the big landscape I mention previously, 
here we come to some specific questions:

With revived interests of SMEFT, how to easily define the 
complete sets of independent operators?

Equation of motion (EOM)

Integration by parts (IBP). 

Operators can be redundant because of 



Using the on-shell methods
In SMEFT, previous studies has been focused on using the 

conformal symmetries based on Hilbert series

However, for real on-shell amplitudes, there is no such 
issues of redundancies, see also nice discussions in 

E. Jenkins, A. Manohar, JHEP  0910, 094, (2009)
L. Lehman, A. Martin, JHEP  1602, 081, (2016)

B. Henning, X. Lu, T. Melia, H. Murayama, JHEP  1708, 016, (2017)
B. Henning, X. Lu, T. Melia, H. Murayama, JHEP  1710, 199, (2017)

Y. Shadmi, Y. Weiss, arxiv: 1809.09644

There is a well defined one-to-one amplitude 
operator correspondence (amplitude basis) that can 

help us count the independent operates

We simply looking at independent (unfactorizable) amplitudes!!!



Unfactorizable amplitude

The independent amplitudes are just the 3-point functions!!!

Without any extra symmetry, only the “covariant” part 
can be generated recursively (not independent), related 

through the redundant gauge symmetry

For a renormalizable theory:

For a non-renormalizable theory:

4-point amplitudes in Yang Mills theory is a product of 
two 3-point amplitudes with single poles (t or u)

The leading operators, technically the following replacements give the 
unfactorizable amplitudes (infinite number of them)

Any amplitudes not constructed redundantly by gauge symmetry



Structure of amplitudes

For EFT,  Talyer expanding the amplitude 
around the IR origin as the polynomials

determined by the external legs (trivial for scalars)

adding the derivatives (covariant derivative expansion)

Polynomials has no physical poles, so all unfactorizable!!!

group factor

For leading one, we set g=1, primary amplitudes (minimal scalars)

notice some times need to insert p to make it Lorentz invariant

polynomial (positive power) of Mandelstam variables 



Building blocks of SM
Basic building blocks

In the spin-helicity formulism, the 
dim of “brackets” is one less than 

the fields from operators

SMEFT: massless
transforms as

All we have to do is to count the dimension of 
amplitudes & operators

Up to dim 6, list all the possible combinations

h>=0 The other is just the hermitian conjugate 



The primary amplitudes

This is almost 
the result 

technical details 
see the paper

The rest is not that powerful for on-shell methods (Lorentz) 



Some comments

IBP: momentum conservation. Total momentum is zero.

EOM: on-shell condition.

All E.O.M. will convert the terms with derivative of a field 
into something else. In our case, it is zero.

vanishes: massless(on-shell)

That is why in the end it is like Warsaw basis!

You impose that when writing the amplitudes



d=5 for SMEFT

For SMEFT, consider the quantum numbers & spin-statistics 

d-5 Weinberg operators

SM gauge singlet

The amplitude
indices of SU(2)



d=6 for SMEFT
For d-6, it is almost the Warsaw basis

symmetric

anti-symmetric



d=6 for SMEFT



d=6 for SMEFT



d=6 for SMEFT



d=6 for SMEFT

There are also 
many 4 fermion 

operators 



Grassmanian

For more complicated cases like d=8, the p conservation 
has to be done systematically, not case by case.

Examples:

Not 2*2 =4 different types because of p conservation

Technics to deal with those issues: Seems to me only 
works in the 
massless case

Reduced semi-simple Young tablet

Moment Twistor. 
B. Henning, T. Melia, arxiv: 1902.06754

Forgive me too late to find the references (Nima’s book)



Up to d=8
Henning & Melia work out the case of d=6

We actually work out all cases for d=8 following them

But dealing with symmetry 
factor of same particles 

very difficult.  
Things get even more 

complicated together with SM 
quantum numbers

However, if one goes to the amplitude case by case, then it is not 
an issue of problem from Feymann diagrams

I basically give up the systematic approach here



Outlook

Just an initial taste of on-shell amplitude power.

Going to the massive cases. 

To get the results from loops (unitarity cuts), 
reproduce the results of CDE, etc, anomalous d 
matrices, etc.

Can easily applied to positivities. (Appendix C, no 
dim 6 operators for elastic Wh->Wh) 
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